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ABSTRACT: There are 3 eras of currencies: commodity primarily based, Political primarily based, and currently maths primarily based. The post demonetisation era in India witnessed a shoot in digital payments. In step with the Payments Council of India, the expansion rate of the digital payments business, that was earlier within the vary of 20-50 per cent, has accelerated post demonetisation to 40-70 per cent. Currently once all this can be happening, there's one thing a lot of attention-grabbing happening. The weakness towards acceptance of crypto currencies witnessed robust rally from individuals and currently India accounts for over eleven per cent of such trade globally. The government repeatedly warned against investment in crypto currencies and branded them synonymous to ponzy schemes and reiterated that it doesn't acknowledge the crypto currencies as tender. The paper elaborates totally different aspects of crypto currencies, beginning with their early development, challenges and risks, opportunities, benefits and downsides, and their future. Additionally, the paper coated problems associated with the sensible and technical operate of crypto currencies. It’s ended that's harsh to predict the long run of crypto currencies, since there are heaps to be done particularly within the field of formal laws. However, the recent developments, likes of formal committee being ordered by govt. have left Indians mercantilism in crypto currencies optimistic.
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INTRODUCTION:

A crypto currency, within the simplest of words, is digital cash. It may be accustomed purchase merchandise and services. However, not like ancient cash, the one major distinction here is that values of most crypto currencies aren't fastened - this additionally makes them an asset for investment, as investors get crypto currencies at a cheaper price and sell them once the worth will increase.

Simply put, a crypto currency is largely the mix of 2 words: Crypto + Currency. It’s a cryptographically encrypted currency. All crypto currency transactions are recorded on a public ledger system called ‘block chain’. The block chain technology has multiple uses out of those recording crypto currency transactions is one.

Crypto currency could be a kind of digital cash that's designed to be secure and, in several cases, anonymous. It’s a currency related to the net that uses cryptography, the method of changing clear info into a virtually untraceable code, to trace purchases and transfers. Not like in
traditional situation wherever financial institution manages the provision of currency crypto currencies don’t have a central authority dominant it and transactions are visible to everybody.

OBJECTIVES OF THE STUDY:

1. To study the long run of crypto currency in India.
2. To study the legislation of crypto currencies in India, its comparison with securities market.

WORKING OF CRYPTO CURRENCIES:

The supply codes and technical controls that support and secure crypto currencies are extremely advanced. However, laypeople are quite capable of understanding the fundamental ideas and becoming informed crypto currency users.

Functionally, most crypto currencies are variations on Bitcoin, the primary wide used crypto currency. Like ancient currencies, crypto currencies’ specific price in units – for example, you'll be able to say “I have a pair of.5 Bitcoin,” even as you’d say, “I have $2.50.”

Several ideas govern crypto currencies’ values, security, and integrity.

Block chain

A crypto currencies block chain (sometimes written “block chain”) is that the master ledger that records and stores all previous transactions and activity, validating ownership of all units of the currency at any given purpose in time. Because the record of a crypto currency’s entire transaction history so far, a block chain includes a finite length – containing a finite variety of transactions – that will increase over time.

Identical copies of the block chain are keep in each node of the crypto currency’s software system network – the network of decentralised server farms, pass by computer-savvy people or groups of people called miners that frequently record and certify crypto currency transactions.

A crypto currency transaction technically isn’t finalized until it’s additional to the block chain that typically happens at intervals minutes. Once the transaction is finalized, it’s typically irreversible. In contrast to ancient payment processors, like PayPal and credit cards, most crypto currencies don't have any built-in refund or chargeback functions, although some newer crypto currencies have rudimentary refund options. During the lag time between the transaction’s initiation and completion, the units aren’t accessible to be used by either party. Instead, they’re control in an exceedingly variety of written agreement – limbo, for all intents and functions. The block chain therefore prevents double-spending, or the manipulation of crypto currency code to permit equivalent currency units to be duplicated and sent to multiple recipients.

Private Keys

Every crypto currency holder includes a personal key that authenticates their identity and permits them to exchange units. Users will structure their own personal keys that are formatted as whole numbers between 1 and 78 digits long, or use a random variety generator to form one. Once they
need a key, they'll get and pay crypto currency. Without the key, the holder can’t pay or convert their crypto currency – rendering their holdings no-count unless and till the secret is recovered.

While this can be an essential security feature that reduces theft and unauthorized use, it’s conjointly lawmaker. Losing your personal secret is the digital equivalent of throwing a wad of cash into a trash furnace. Whereas you'll be able to produce another personal key and begin accumulating crypto currency once more, you can’t recover the holdings protected by your previous, lost key. Savvy crypto currency users are thus maniacally protecting of their personal keys, generally storing them in multiple digital (though usually not Internet-connected, for security purposes) and analog (i.e., paper) locations.

**Wallets**

Crypto currency users have “wallets” with unique data that confirms them as the temporary owners of their units. Whereas private keys make sure the genuineness of a crypto currency transaction, wallets reduce the chance of theft for units that aren’t being used. Wallets utilized by crypto currency exchanges are somewhat susceptible to hacking. for example, Japan-based Bitcoin exchange Mt. Gox pack up and declared bankruptcy some years back when hackers consistently mitigated it of quite $450 million in Bitcoin changed over its servers.

Wallets are often kept on the cloud an internal hard drive, or a secondary storage device. No matter however a wallet is stored, a minimum of one backup is powerfully suggested. Note that backing up a wallet doesn’t duplicate the actual crypto currency units, just the record of their existence and current possession.

**Miners**

Miner’s works as record-keepers for crypto currency communities, and indirect arbiters of the currencies’ worth. Using immense amounts of computing power, often manifested privately server farms owned by mining collectives comprised of dozens of people, miners use extremely technical ways to verify the completeness, accuracy, and security of currencies’ block chains. The scope of the operation isn't in contrast to the hunt for new prime numbers that additionally needs tremendous amounts of computing power.Miners’ work sporadically creates new copies of the block chain, adding recent, previously unverified transactions that aren’t included in any previous block chain copy – effectively finishing those transactions. Every addition is known as a block. Blocks contain all transactions disclosed since the last new copy of the block chain was created.

The term “miners” relates to the very fact that miners’ work literally creates wealth within the kind of brand-new crypto currency units. In fact, each freshly created block chain copy comes with a two-part financial reward: a fixed number of recently minted (“mined”) crypto currency units, and a variable range of existing units collected from optional transaction fees (typically less than 1 chronicles of the transaction value) paid by consumers. Though transaction fees don’t accrue to sellers, miners are allowed to range fee-loaded transactions earlier than fee-free transactions when making new block chains, although the fee-free transactions came initial in time. This provides sellers an incentive to charge transaction fees, since they get paid quicker by doing therefore, so it’s fairly common for transactions to come with fees. Whereas it’s in theory
attainable for a replacement block chain copy’s previously unverified transactions to be entirely fee-free, this almost never happens in real. Through directions in their source codes, crypto currencies automatically go with the number of mining power operating to create new block chain copies – copies become harder to make as mining power increases, and easier to make as mining power decreases. The goal is to stay the common interval between new block chain creations steady at a planned level. Bitcoin’s is ten minutes, for example.

Finite supply

Although mining sporadically produces new crypto currency units, most crypto currencies are designed to own a finite supply – a key guarantor of value. Generally, this implies that miners receive fewer new units per new block chain as time goes on. Eventually, miners can solely receive transaction fees for his or her work, although this has nevertheless to happen in practice and may not for a few times. If current trends continue, observers predict that the last Bitcoin unit are mined someday within the mid-22nd century, for example – not precisely round the corner. Finite-supply crypto currencies are thus additional like precious metals, like gold, than to fiat currencies – of that, theoretically, unlimited supplies exist.

Crypto currency Exchanges

Many lesser-used crypto currencies will solely be changed through non-public, peer-to-peer transfers, that means they’re not terribly liquid and area unit onerous to price relative to different currencies – each crypto- and fiat money. More common crypto currencies, like Bitcoin and Ripple, trade on special secondary exchanges almost like forex exchanges for fiat currencies. (The now-defunct Mt. Gox is one example.) These platforms enable holders to exchange their crypto currency holdings for major fiat currencies, like the U.S. dollar and euro, and different crypto currencies (including less-popular currencies). In return for his or her services, they take little cut of every transaction’s price – typically but 1 Chronicles.

Crypto currency exchanges play a valuable role in making liquid markets for common crypto currencies and setting their price relative to ancient currencies. However, exchange rating will still be very volatile. Bitcoin’s U.S. dollar charge per unit fell by more than five hundredth in the wake of Mt. Gox’s collapse, then accrued roughly tenfold throughout 2017 as crypto currency demand exploded.

Advantages of Crypto currency:

1. Sanctioning small Merchants to benefit from digitisation

The wave of digitisation in India has been guided by the increase of mobile internet connectivity, the arrival of Aadhaar authentication and e-KYC, Jan Dhan accounts and additional. Furthermore, web payments and POS machines have additionally been the key drivers for digitizing payments and banking services. However, although the value of digital payments is reducing, it’s still an expensive affair due to the involvement of intermediaries. Often, third parties like banks etc. act because the intermediaries, and hence, inflate the prices of such transactions.
2. Build-in scarcity may support value

Most crypto currencies are hardwired for scarcity – the source code specifies what number units can ever exist. During this method, crypto currencies are additional like precious metals than fiat currencies. Like precious metals, they may offer inflation protection unavailable to fiat currency users.

3. Loosening of Government Currency Monopolies

Crypto currencies supply a reliable means of exchange outside the direct control of national banks, like the central banks of nations. This is significantly attractive to individuals who worry that quantitative easing (central banks’ “printing money” by buying government bonds) and different kinds of loose financial policy, like near-zero inter-bank lending rates, and can result in long economic instability. In the long-term, several economists and political scientists expect world governments to co-opt crypto currency, or at least to incorporate aspects of crypto currency (such as built-in scarcity and authentication protocols) into fiat currencies. This could doubtless satisfy some crypto currency proponents’ worries concerning the inflationary nature of fiat currencies and therefore the inherent insecurity of physical money.

In the long haul, several economists and political scientists expect world governments to co-opt crypto currency, or at least to incorporate aspects of crypto currency (such as constitutional deficiency and authentication protocols) into fiat currencies. This might probably satisfy some crypto currency proponents’ worries concerning the inflationary nature of fiat currencies and also the inherent insecurity of physical money.

4. Near instantaneous Settlements:

An economy led by crypto currencies is basically a redistributed economy. Hence, plenty of your time and resources that otherwise go in securing sanctions from the third party, won't be needed in a crypto currency economy. Thus, the complete time and energy invested with in settlements can no longer be needed whereas buying, as an example, a property etc.

5. Making monetary transactions immune of thefts

The money world nowadays, and hence the ensuing economy of nowadays, isn't immune to thefts or frauds. The world, as we all know it, is progressively turning into susceptible to sophisticated leaks and hacks. In the past few years, news headlines are noisy with many ransom ware attacks, information leaks of top-notch banks and credit card corporations.

To be honest, our money systems or the economy stands sort of a house of cards; a blow and it would all come bloody all the way down to the terribly ground on that it stands. For instance, let’s read the safety challenges within the context of Republic of India. Republic of India has been presently going digital, the foundation of that has been shaped on Aadhaar authentication, Jan Dan accounts etc. However, identical is giving rise to security vulnerabilities, with criminals train up to crack the safety feature of Aadhaar or Jan-Dan accounts.
6. Generally cheaper than ancient Electronic Transactions

The ideas of block chains, private keys, and wallets effectively solve the double-spending problem, making certain that new crypto currencies aren’t abused by tech-savvy crooks capable of duplicating digital funds. Crypto currencies’ security features additionally eliminate the need for a third-party payment processor – like Visa or PayPal – to authenticate and verify each electronic financial transaction. In turn, this eliminates the necessity for mandatory transaction fees to support those payment processors’ work – since miners, the crypto currency equivalent of payment processors, earn new currency units for his or her add addition to optional transaction fees. Crypto currency transaction fees are usually but 1 chronicles of the transaction price, versus 1.5% to three for credit card payment processors and PayPal.

7. Fewer Barriers and costs to International Transactions

Crypto currencies don’t treat international transactions any otherwise than domestic transactions. Transactions are either free or go along with a nominal transaction fee, despite wherever the sender and recipient are situated. This can be an enormous advantage relative to international transactions involving fiat currency, which nearly perpetually have some special fees that don’t apply to domestic transactions – like international credit card or ATM fees. And direct international cash transfers are often terribly high-priced, with fees generally exceeding 100 percent or 15 August 1945 of the transferred amount.

8. Being at Par with the worldwide Economies

Lastly, crypto currency presents Indians, particularly the current burgeoning period of time generation with a golden chance to get on par with the worldwide economy.

When we think about a number of the trailblazing and important developments of the past, particularly the increase of the internet, the entrepreneurial system, the existence of geographical area etc, India has solely been attempting to match the pace with international developments.

DISADVANTAGES OF CRYPTO CURRENCIES:

1. Lack of Regulation Facilitates Black Market Activity

Probably the largest disadvantage and regulatory concern around crypto currency is its ability to facilitate illicit activity. Many gray and black market on-line transactions are denominated in Bitcoin and different crypto currencies. For example, the infamous dark web marketplace Silk Road used Bitcoin to facilitate banned drug purchases and alternative illicit activities before being shut down in 2014. Crypto currencies also are progressively common tools for money laundering – funnelling illicitly obtained cash through a “clean” intermediary to hide its supply.

The same strengths that build crypto currencies troublesome for governments to seize and track enable criminals to work with relative ease – although, it ought to be noted, the founder of Silk Road is currently behind bars, because of a years-long Drug Enforcement Administration investigation.
2. Potential for tax evasion in Some Jurisdictions

Since crypto currencies aren’t regulated by national governments and usually exist outside their direct control, they naturally attract tax evaders. Several small employers pay staff in bit coin and alternative crypto currencies to avoid liability for payroll taxes and facilitate their staff avoid tax liability, whereas on-line sellers typically settle for crypto currencies to avoid sales and tax liability. According to the IRS, the U.S. government applies identical taxation guidelines to all crypto currency payments by and to U.S. persons and businesses. However, several countries don’t have such policies in situ, and also the inherent namelessness of crypto currency makes some tax law violations, notably those involving pseudonymous on-line sellers (as against an leader who puts an employee’s real name on a W-2 indicating their bit coin earnings for the tax year), difficult to trace.

3. Potential for loss due to information Loss

Early crypto currency proponents believed that, if properly secured, digital different currencies secure to support a decisive shift away from physical money that they viewed as imperfect and inherently risky. Forward a just about untraceable source code, impenetrable authentication protocols (keys) and adequate hacking defences (which Mt. Gox lacked), it’s safer to store cash within the cloud or maybe a physical information device than in a back pocket or purse.

However, this assumes that crypto currency users take correct precautions to avoid information loss. As an example, users who store their private keys on single physical storage devices suffer irreversible financial harm when the device is lost or stolen. Even users who store their information with one cloud service can face loss if the server is physically broken or disconnected from the worldwide web (a risk for servers situated in countries with tight web controls, like China).

4. Potential for high price Volatility and Manipulation

Many crypto currencies have comparatively few outstanding units’ targeted in a few individuals’ (often the currencies’ creators and close associates) hands. These holders effectively control these currencies’ provides, making them liable to wild value swings and outright manipulation – like thinly traded penny stocks. However, even wide listed crypto currencies are subject to price volatility: Bitcoin’s worth doubled many times in 2017, then halved throughout the primary few weeks of 2018.

5. Often can’t be changed for fiat Currency

Generally, solely the foremost popular crypto currencies – those with the best market capitalization, in dollar terms – have dedicated online exchanges that allow direct exchange for fiat currency. The rest don’t have dedicated on-line exchanges, and thus can’t be directly exchanged for fiat currencies. Instead, users ought to convert them into more commonly used crypto currencies, like Bitcoin, before fiat currency conversion. By increasing exchange transactions’ price, this suppresses demand for, and therefore the value of, some lesser-used crypto currencies.
6. Limited to No Facility for Charge backs or Refunds

Although crypto currency miners work as quasi-intermediaries for crypto currency transactions, they’re not answerable for arbitrating disputes between transacting parties. In fact, the thought of such an intercessor violates the decentralizing impulse at the heart of modern crypto currency philosophy. This implies that you don't have any one to appeal to if you’re cheated in a crypto currency transaction – for example, paying direct for an item you never receive. Though some newer crypto currencies commit to address the chargeback/refund issue, solutions stay incomplete and mostly unproved.

By contrast, traditional payment processors and credit card networks such as Visa, MasterCard, and PayPal usually step in to resolve buyer-seller disputes. Their refund, or chargeback, policies are specifically designed to stop seller fraud.

7. Adverse Environmental Impacts of Crypto currency Mining

Crypto currency mining is incredibly energy-intensive. The largest culprit is Bitcoin, the world’s hottest crypto currency, according to estimates cited by ArsTechnica, Bitcoin mining consumes a lot of electricity than the complete country of Scandinavian nation – though, as a number of the world’s largest Bitcoin mines are settled in coal-laden countries like China, without that progressive Scandinavian state’s minute carbon footprint.

Though they’re fast to throw cold water on the foremost alarmist claims, crypto currency specialists acknowledge that mining presents a heavy environmental threat at current rates of growth. ArsTechnica identifies 3 possible short- to medium-term solutions:

Reducing the value of Bitcoin to render mining less lucrative, a move that might probably need combined interference into what’s so far been a capitalistic market. Cutting the mining reward faster than the presently scheduled rate (halving every four years) Switching to a less power-hungry formula, an arguable prospect among mining incumbents.

THE IMPORTANCE OF THE CRYPTO CURRENCIES:

Its reduced price for shipments sent abroad

The system, within which the monetary transition with crypto currencies occurs, permits remittances between countries to own reduced rates. Those are below the amounts commonly charged in transactions involving the traditional currency. Following this path, as the years elapse, additional people tend to take this methodology of payment, therefore creating financial operations involving crypto coins, even additional fascinating.

Reduction of extra prices with currency conversion

With the utilization of crypto coins once paying for purchases made at international, physical and on-line stores, there's no would like for further charges associated with currency conversion, that
makes this process even additional advantageous for shoppers who like better to use digital coins in their monetary transactions.

**Easy international business transactions**

Another issue that highlights the importance of the crypto currency these days is that the ease it provides in international business transactions. This happens as a result of digital coins will overcome any border obstacle abundant faster and more simply than the normal currency.

**Facilitated negotiations**

The investments that involve the normal currency; rely upon the gap of an account in a bank or in the other monetary intermediary, doesn’t it?! however with crypto coins, this process is simpler, just by negotiating on-line, wherever the negotiator sends his documents to an exchange, and in an exceedingly few days, your account will be available to receive or send digital coins, anytime, anywhere.

**Transactions administered independently**

As referred before transactions that involve crypto currencies occur in a decentralized approach. In this approach, they're not dependent from any banking institution or government. Transactions are rather more freelance in comparison to operations with traditional currencies.

As you can see, there are many factors that justify the importance of crypto currencies in today’s globalized world. With its potential to generate more gain to its investors, it's clear to understand why additional people are adhering to the use of digital coins in their monetary transactions. And you want to exchange your crypto currency; you'll be able to do it with Trade by Trade!

**MARKET CAPITALISATION OF TOP TEN CRYPTO CURRENCIES:**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>#</th>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Market Cap</th>
<th>Price</th>
<th>Volume (24h)</th>
<th>Change (24h)</th>
<th>Price (7d)</th>
<th>Graph</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Bitcoin</td>
<td>$59,481,144,099</td>
<td>$3,414.50</td>
<td>$4,006,901,844</td>
<td>-0.78%</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>XRP</td>
<td>$12,416,276,931</td>
<td>$0.303376</td>
<td>$358,253,960</td>
<td>-0.36%</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Ethereum</td>
<td>$9,249,213,346</td>
<td>$89.13</td>
<td>$1,503,241,925</td>
<td>-0.53%</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>#</td>
<td>Name</td>
<td>Market Cap</td>
<td>Price</td>
<td>Volume (24h)</td>
<td>Change (24h)</td>
<td>Price (7d)</td>
<td>Graph</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>----</td>
<td>------------</td>
<td>-----------------</td>
<td>---------</td>
<td>--------------</td>
<td>--------------</td>
<td>------------</td>
<td>-------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Stellar</td>
<td>$2,122,721,407</td>
<td>$0.110758</td>
<td>$74,309,692</td>
<td>-2.15%</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Tether</td>
<td>$1,870,805,716</td>
<td>$1.01</td>
<td>$2,524,592,863</td>
<td>-0.49%</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>EOS</td>
<td>$1,748,602,185</td>
<td>$1.93</td>
<td>$650,715,889</td>
<td>2.60%</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>Bitcoin Cash</td>
<td>$1,709,994,051</td>
<td>$97.67</td>
<td>$64,430,900</td>
<td>-4.02%</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>Bitcoin SV</td>
<td>$1,501,825,837</td>
<td>$85.78</td>
<td>$43,179,532</td>
<td>-3.35%</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>Litecoin</td>
<td>$1,426,954,715</td>
<td>$23.96</td>
<td>$361,494,008</td>
<td>-1.22%</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>TRON</td>
<td>$875,491,998</td>
<td>$0.013216</td>
<td>$69,143,681</td>
<td>-0.68%</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**HOW CRYPTO CURRENCIES REPLACE CASH?**

If crypto currencies surpass cash in terms of usage, traditional currencies can lose value without any means of recourse. Should crypto currencies take over entirely, new infrastructure would have to be developed so as to permit the world to adapt. There would inevitably be difficulties with the transition, as cash may become incompatible quite quickly, leaving some people with lost assets. Established financial institutions seemingly ought to scramble to change their ways.

It is necessary to notice that whereas the initial Bitcoin-mania saw quite few businesses offer to accept the crypto currency, that list has steadily dwindled bringing back the scepticism about its use a medium of exchange. Beyond the impact of a crypto currency future on individual shoppers and on financial institutions, governments themselves would suffer. Governmental
control over central currencies is vital to regulation in some ways, and crypto currencies would operate with a lot of less government ambit. Governments could no longer, for instance, verify what proportion of a currency to print in response to external and internal pressures. Rather, the generation of latest coins or tokens would be dependent upon freelance mining operations.

Regardless of how individual investors might feel regarding the prospect of a switch from normal cash to crypto currencies, it's probably out of anyone’s hands. Of course, with ample speculation abounding that the crypto currency business may be a bubble that's destined to pop, it’s also attainable that predictions of a crypto future may be overblown. What is difficult for investors is that, like all things crypto-related, changes happen incredibly quickly, and predicting them is usually robust.

**WHAT IS THE IMPACT OF ITS POTENTIAL FAILURE?**

**A loss for bourses and technology**

Crypto bourses in Asian country are already choking from hostile regulative surroundings. Since July this year, Indian banks are barred by the Federal Reserve Bank of India (RBI) from having any relationship with exchanges and traders. Trading volumes have plummeted since then and also the addition of latest investors has nosedived. But most exchanges have managed to remain alive by moving to peer-to-peer and crypto-to-crypto trade. “If they ban the employment (of crypto coins), that most likely implies that people won’t be able to obtain or sell, then the exchanges can got to shut down,” said Shubham Yadav, co-founder of Coindelta, an Indian crypto currency exchange. “I am sure one by one all the enforcement agencies, like the income-tax department, may come after us, which can create things worse for the business.”

Shifting the business to foreign locations is a frightening task for several exchanges because of the higher prices involved and also the intense competition in crypto-friendly geographies. Hence, solely the comparatively larger exchanges may opt for this feature.

For instance, Zebpay, India’s largest virtual currency exchange, pack up operations in Sept because the RBI’s diktat made the business unviable. However presently when, it opened a registered office in Malta, from where it'll be serving residents of about 20 countries, except India. This overseas migration, however, could also be impossible for smaller peers to copy.

Another casualty would be block chain-related technology which can escape India. “A majority of innovations on the same technology (block chain) can move aloof from india,” explained Praveen Kumar, chairman and chief executive officer of Belfrics, a Malaysia-based exchange with operations in India. “Institutions in Asian country can feel restrained to use the public block chain because it will involve the use of crypto currencies.”

This will create the country technologically poorer since block chain technology has wide applications in fields like farming, education, health, banking, land, etc.

The bright side amidst this chaos? Clarity.
“After months of wait, the exchanges can finally have a good plan on wherever they stand and there's going to be some certainty once the framework is formed public,” said Pushan Dwivedi, an associate at legal firm Ikigai Law that represents many crypto currency exchanges. “The more technology-focussed corporations can chalk out ways to survive by focusing on block chain, etc.”

**Can investors adapt?**

As for investors, there are ways to figure around a potential ban, consultants say. And also the government could also be additional sympathetic to the calculable 5-6 million crypto currency users within the country.

Even if a ban comes into result, it's going to not be immediate. “There can't be a nightlong ban. Considering so many Indian investors have staked these digital currencies, they'll be given time and avenues to divest their stakes,” explained Pramod Emjay, a block chain consultant.

If there's no ban on possession, then some investors may choose to hold their crypto currencies and explore different avenues later for selling these currencies. For instance, a user will transfer his or her holding to friends or family in another country where there's no ban. Then, the resident of that country will sell the coins and transfer the proceeds back after paying the requisite taxes within the overseas jurisdiction, explain consultants. The same is true even for future investments, too. A resident Indian is allowed to remit up to $250,000 in a year for any permissible accounting or capital account transaction below RBI norms.

**COMPARE THE CRYPTO CURRENCIES WITH STOCK EXCHANGE:**

Of course, they each have common trends and similarities; however the operation of crypto market is extremely a lot of different from the stock exchange. After you invest available, you invest in a very company, however when you invest in crypto currency, you invest in a currency freelance of the corporate.

To begin with, even once the worth is predicated on the concept of the currency or the stock, within the stock exchange you actually invest within the company, within the crypto currency market you invest in the technology or the currency, but you would like to examine it, however you never very get to possess any a part of the corporate, though the business of the corporate affects the price of the currency. This also affects the overall analysis of the crypto currency market, there's none. Nobody very is aware of what the overall capitalization for crypto currencies is. The crypto currency market also acts nearly 10 times quicker. This affects everything. Costs go up faster; costs go down faster, costs modification at larger magnitudes.

**User Base and Revenue**

Drawing the eye of investors, they ought to note that almost all of the created crypto currencies were created for fun with no clear blueprint and projections. Some crypto currencies don't even have clear-cut revenue and user base, however, they manage to record high market cap because of speculations. Most of them are tagged as a scam, and that they aren't backed by any company.
This can be thus different from stocks. Most the general public stocks within the market are backed by an organization with an outlined revenue and user base.

**Price Volatility:**

Another major difference is that crypto currencies are extremely volatile compared to the stock exchange. The plain truth is that crypto currencies don't have any intrinsic or tangible price. Even though Ethereum is kind of totally different with a semi-tangible price, stocks are fully tangible price. This makes crypto currencies a lot of volatile than stocks. A crypto currency will increase by a thousand % in price in less than a month.

When the value of crypto currency falls, it suggests that it's time to enter the market even if there's the requirement to lift cash by selling personal belongings, however this doesn't work like that in stocks. The overall market capitalization of the crypto currencies is unknown. The crypto market is additionally subjected to manipulation whereas the stock exchange can't be manipulated. This offers a clear indication of why the worth of 1 tends to fluctuate more than the other.

**Recovering Hacked Assets**

Also, investors ought to note that crypto currencies are at risk of being hacked compared to stock. A data released last year hinted that nearly four million Bit coins have been lost forever and still reckoning. The weakness arises when case users lose their personal keys. During this case, they lose all hope of sick their assets. Also, once hackers manage to get users private keys, the stolen coins become nearly not possible to recover. Within the stock exchange, hacked funds will still be recovered. Hacked assets don't seem to be gone forever, and investors stand an opportunity of gaining control over it yet again. This stands together of the gaps once comparing stock to the crypto currencies.

**CONCLUSION:**

No one is aware of which currency is going to hit the economy at what time? In 20 Th century and before, individuals afraid to speculate in stock markets however today’s stock trading takes place in a very huge network of computers, act over the general public web and via personal dedicated high performance networks. But the arrival of crypto currency may well be the start of a brand new way to exchange price. Legality of crypto currencies and its laws could be controlled either by central bank or people themselves. Time can decide the long run we have a tendency to ought not to rush one thing guaranteed to happen it'll happen in right time for right cause.
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